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Executive Summary
Insurance Premium Tax (IPT) is commonplace in the European
Union (EU), where most of the member states apply indirect
taxation on insurance contracts. The tax rates on insurance
contracts and premiums vary country by country and may be
subject to a range of insurance premium taxes, stamp duties,
parafiscal taxes and levies. Around the world, there are over
200 jurisdictions that have specific tax regimes for insurance
contracts. Furthermore, different tax structures can co-exist
within a single territory, and within each tax type there can
be various tax rates that apply across different insurance lines
and products.
With such complexity, it can prove difficult to calculate the correct tax liabilities and ensure
compliance in all the different territories covered in a multinational insurance policy.
Multinational insurers (and the companies that purchase their products) need to understand the
individual workings of the insurance tax systems in each jurisdiction, given that indirect taxes on
insurance are typically due to be paid to the state where the risk is located.
This briefing paper looks at the IPT market in Europe and beyond over the past ten years, and
also considers what the next decade holds for insurance companies.

IPT background
Most EU countries have some form of tax or levy imposed
on insurance contracts and premiums. According to Insurance
Europe, the European insurance and reinsurance federation,
27 countries in Europe (26 European Economic Area countries
plus Switzerland) apply indirect taxation to insurance
contracts1. The rates of IPT vary by country and the situation
is further complicated by the various exceptions that are
divergent in different member states.
For example, in the UK, IPT was introduced in 1994 with
a flat rate of 2.5%2. The tax rate has been raised several
times during the last 20 years, most recently this autumn
when the standard IPT rate was increased from 6% to 9.5%.
In addition, a higher rate of 17.5% (now 20%) applicable
to specific types of insurance was introduced in 1997, to sit
alongside the standard rate3. However, some contracts are IPT
exempt in the UK, including (but not limited to): reinsurance,
insurance for commercial ships and aircraft, and insurance for
commercial goods in international transit4.

ECJ rulings on IPT
Despite the relative regulatory ease afforded by the European
Freedom of Services regime (a mechanism that facilitates
EEA insurers to write business throughout the EEA), having a
different tax regime in each European territory makes

underwriting risks in multiple European countries especially
complex. The challenge relates to the fact that taxes have
to be paid in the member state where the risk is located:
something that insurers did not always consider to be the case.
This was highlighted in a 2001 European Court of Justice (ECJ)
Judgement on Case C-191/99; Kvaerner plc v Staatssecretaris
van Financiën.
The case concerned a UK resident company, Kvaerner plc,
which had purchased an insurance policy to cover its global
operations. Kvaerner’s Dutch subsidiary, John Brown Engineers
& Constructors BV, was included in the policy. The insurer
underwriting the policy paid UK IPT on the total premium for
all the global risks being covered. When the Dutch authorities
reviewed the insurance policy, they billed Kvaerner for Dutch
premium tax, on the share of the premium for John
Brown Engineers.
The ECJ was asked to rule on the ensuing dispute. The court
ruled that the Dutch authorities were entitled to collect IPT on
the share of the premium that related to risks located in the
Netherlands, following the definition of location of risks from
the Second Directive on Non-Life Insurance. Furthermore, the
ruling stated that the authorities were entitled to pursue the
policyholder, even if the responsibility for administering the
tax would ordinarily fall on the insurer5.
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The long-term upshot of this ruling is that insurers should
always allocate the premium and pay taxes in every Member
State where they are due.
A more recent case concerns life insurance and the
habitual residence of the insured. Dutch insurer RVS
Levensverzekeringen NV issued life assurance policies to
residents of the Netherlands who later moved to Belgium.
There, the tax authorities believed that after moving to
Belgium, those life assurance contracts were subject to
insurance tax in Belgium as the policyholders were living
in that country at the time the insurance premium was due
to be paid. RVS Levensverzekeringen NV argued this would
be the case if the policyholders were habitual residents
of Belgium when the policy was first issued, but the court
ruled in favour of Belgium, saying that IPT would be due
on premiums paid after policyholders relocated to Belgium,
and that IPT should be determined by the location of the
insured person when the premiums are paid6. The ruling has
increased the administrative burden on insurers, who now
have to monitor more closely than ever before, the changes
in the habitual residence of their policyholders.

have the right to apply indirect taxes and parafiscal charges to
life assurance policies. It’s important to note that policyholders
themselves may also be held accountable for non-compliance
with IPT obligations in different EU member states.

EU harmonisation and IPT
There is no harmonised EU-wide system of IPT, and standard
rates vary greatly all over Europe, from 1.1% in Denmark to
24% in Finland.
Furthermore, there is nothing to suggest that the EU is
moving towards a more harmonised system when it comes
to IPT, although this would be welcomed by insurance
companies which are lobbying for such changes. The life of
multinational insurance companies that have interests in
different countries would certainly be simplified if the EU
were to harmonise IPT, an objective that has long been under
consideration for Value Added Tax (VAT). For such operations
it would mean an opportunity to cut costs significantly.
Harmonisation of IPT would also make it easier for companies
to expand beyond the borders of their domestic market.

The judgement in the RVS Levensverzekeringen NV v Belgium
case concerns interpretations of the Life Assurance Directive
2002/83/EC. According to the Directive, EU member states
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Difficulties of IPT compliance
Not having a harmonised global IPT system means
companies that operate internationally (having staff, different
offices, or production lines in different countries) have to
be well aware of the local legislation and tax rates when it
comes to insurance regulation. For many, this may turn out
to be complicated and time consuming, as tax regulation and
legislation varies greatly in different countries.
“In a non-harmonised system you need to have a lot of local
expertise, as each country has its own legislation and rules
surrounding taxes on insurance” said Paul Hampton, Head
of IPT Services at TMF Group. He added that this is where
TMF Group’s IPT Quote tool comes in handy. “The insurer or
broker enters the relevant information about a multinational
policy, and our software generates the tax liabilities for
each location, however complex the policy may be. We
can keep an eye on how states address taxes on insurance
on an ongoing basis and ensure that the various taxes are
calculated and collected appropriately.”

Asia VAT/Business Tax on
insurance premium (instead
of IPT)
In recent years, China has been going through a series of
tax reforms, replacing Business Tax (BT) with VAT. However,
as China’s financial industry has a complex regulatory and
accounting system, the insurance sector is likely to be one
of the last industries to change from BT to VAT. It is now
understood that the planned completion of this by the end of
2015 will not occur.
In September 2015 at the 16th Chinese Actuarial Annual
Meeting, the spokesman from the China Insurance
Regulatory Commission, Guo Jing, indicated in his speech
that the estimated VAT rate would be 6% on premiums.
Also, the initial calculation model adopted could be similar
to a standard VAT return, where the VAT return = Output
VAT – Input VAT7. As the authority also mentioned four other
possible calculation models, Senior Tax Content Analyst at TMF
Group, Ms Ying Chen, pointed out that although China might
not copy the exact models of Australia or Singapore, it might
well consider recognising input VAT credits coming from the
cash settlement of insurance claims. In addition, Ms Chen
observed that insurance policies that are currently exempt
from BT, such as Export Credit and Agriculture Insurance,
would be charged zero VAT.

South America IVA on insurance
premiums (instead of IPT)
Latin American tax systems are complex and there is even
less harmonisation than in the EU. There are a number of
insurance areas that are usually subject to IVA, Latin America’s
equivalent to VAT, including professional liability, property/
casualty, motor insurance, environmental insurance, and
finance solutions. As a result, any IVA that is paid should be
able to be recovered by the local insurance company.
Understanding the Brazilian tax system can be a real
challenge. Selling insurance products is not subject to the
state or the federal VAT (ICMS and IPI respectively). There
are, however, other taxes to look out for, and insurance
companies have to pay taxes on gross revenues under the
Social Integration Programme (PIS) as well as Contribution for
the Financing of Social Security (COFINS). These are not strictly
speaking VAT type taxes and cannot be recovered.

Big business and the need for
multinational insurance policies
With major corporations operating in multiple jurisdictions,
it is imperative that they have insurance policies that cover
global risks. As a result, IPT liabilities have to be calculated
simultaneously for multiple locations and across different
business lines. What’s more, the global economic downturn
has made tax administrations everywhere more eager to
ensure that the taxes are collected, and this has heightened
their focus on corporate taxation. Countries have also been
placing greater focus on identifying non-compliant insurers,
meaning correct IPT calculations are more important than
ever. For example, Germany has recently centralised its IPT
collection procedures to ensure compliance. As a result,
policyholders are beginning to place pressure on insurance
companies to provide evidence of correct settlements.

In a non-harmonised system you need to have a
lot of local expertise, as each country has its own
legislation and rules surrounding taxes
on insurance
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The Future of IPT
The need to monitor IPT rates in
different countries is important as
the rates do change, and often quite
unexpectedly.
In 2015 alone, IPT rates have increased in various European
countries such as Malta, Slovenia, Italy and the UK. In Greece,
the default IPT rate was increased overnight in July 2015 from
10% to 15% and any applicable exemptions in respect of nonlife insurance were abolished.
In the UK, where insurers (and insureds) enjoy one of the
lowest IPT rates in Europe, the standard rate was increased
from 6% to 9.5% on 1 November 2015. It is estimated that
this increase in the UK IPT standard rate will raise in excess
of £1.5 billion a year for the state budget. When Chancellor of
the Exchequer George Osborne announced the increased rate,
he also drew attention to the fact that Britain’s IPT rate is well
below tax rates in many other countries and argued that the
increase of the IPT rate only applies to 20% of the premiums
as long-term business, such as medical and permanent
health insurance, is exempt.
As the new 9.5% rate is still lower than the European
average, this rise may not be the end. The IPT team at TMF
Group say the increase was “quite a leap”, but there was not a
great deal of publicity in the mainstream media. Regardless,
the change affects many households and companies as
everybody who has an insurance policy pays IPT. This means
the price of insurance will increase as a direct result of the
rate increase. It has even been suggested that the rise may
mean some insureds will fail to take out or renew essential,
and often compulsory, insurance policies.
“The increase is a useful way for the government to raise tax
revenue to offset the budget deficit, as the general public
are not necessarily aware of IPT. There has even been some
speculation in the insurance industry that there may be a
long term plan to bring it in line with the VAT rate in the UK,”
said Steve Norman, IPT Technical Manager at TMF Group. He
added that insurance companies were not too pleased about
the increased IPT rate. Mr Norman also noted that the VAT
rate in the UK is currently 20% and drew attention to the
Netherlands, where the IPT rate went up from 7.5% to 21%
in less than a decade, as it was brought in line with their VAT
rate. “Some in the industry are afraid this could also happen
in the UK. There has been some speculation, but nothing has
been said officially.”

Other EEA territories that may
introduce IPT in the next few years
The increase of the UK’s IPT rate is a recent example of how
IPT rates can change unexpectedly. One country that may
be interested in introducing IPT is the Czech Republic, where
currently no IPT is levied on any insurance classes. Still, Mr
Norman finds it unlikely the change would happen in the
next year or two. Recently, the Czech Republic introduced
a parafiscal charge that is levied on motor insurance.
“Sometimes the states can change their policies very
quickly, so we are monitoring all the relevant information
constantly,” Mr Norman said. “Over the last few years some
Eastern European states have introduced taxes on insurance
premiums, so perhaps we should expect more charges to
be introduced in that part of the world.” Indeed, there has
been a strong trend in this region recently with Bulgaria and
Hungary introducing IPT in the last few years.

Expanding across borders: Non-EEA
compliance
It is not only the IPT rates that vary in differing markets
and according to insurance classes – tax calculation
and compliance methods can also differ. In the US, tax
arrangements for insurance companies vary by state, and
become especially complex when insurers are operating
in multiple states. There are also variations in the different
types of credits, offsets and deductions that are available.
As mentioned, the situation in Latin America is also varied
and idiosyncratic, with Panama being the only country that
charges IPT. There is also variation in which insurance types
are exempt from VAT. For example, in Argentina, life insurance
and worker’s compensation policies are zero-rated. “We are
currently looking at the possibility of offering compliance
services to our clients in South America,” Mr Hampton said.
“South America is arguably even more diverse and complex
than the EU; it is an especially complicated market.”

There has been some
speculation in the
insurance industry
that there may be a
long term plan to bring
it in line with the VAT
rate in the UK
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Conclusions
The last decade has seen a marked trend for EU countries to increase the
taxes that they levy on insurance. Indeed, with the arguable exception of
Denmark (technically not a rate reduction, but a change of tax regime), no
country has reduced its IPT rate. They have either introduced IPT, increased
it (significantly, in the case of the Netherlands), or kept it the same.
Furthermore, there are no indications that this upward trend is abating.
There are concerns within the market that the long term will bring about
the alignment of IPT with VAT, in which case the rate hikes since the turn of
the century will seem like small fry. And that’s just in the EU. As insurance
companies in emerging economies get increasingly involved in multinational
business, coupled with the appetite of governments to generate higher tax
receipts whilst enforcing regulation more prescriptively, it is not unreasonable
to anticipate increasing insurance tax rates across the globe.
To remain compliant, insurers, brokers and insureds need to navigate this
complex tax environment confidently and efficiently, to ensure that the
appropriate taxes are paid correctly and on time. Building and supporting
the in-house expertise to achieve this objective is both time consuming and
expensive; which is why outsourcing companies with large global footprints
and associated local knowledge, like TMF Group, are really coming into the
fore in this arena. TMF Group work closely with large multinational insurers
and brokers to ensure that there is a consistency in approach to both
existing and new tax concerns. Software initiatives like IPT Quote provide the
opportunity for global organisations to consolidate their disparate approaches
to determining tax liabilities, allowing them to operate consistently across
every office. The result is a harmonised approach to the un-harmonised world
of cross-border insurance tax calculations, which can only be beneficial for the
industry as a whole.

Celebrating 10 years of IPT services
This briefing paper has been developed to mark 10 years of TMF Group’s
IPT service line, which has grown exponentially since its inception in 2005.
Beginning as a small team of experts covering the UK, Ireland and Germanic
countries, the IPT team now consists of a much larger, multi-lingual group
of experts providing IPT compliance services across the EMEA market and
beyond. With a focus on innovation and streamlining services through the
use of technology, the IPT team have also developed IPT Quote, TMF Group’s
market leading global insurance tax database and calculator.
Our unique service offering for companies involved in the taxes associated
with multi-national insurance programmes is strengthened by the global
reach of TMF Group and its truly local approach.
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IPT Quote
Throughout the world there are more than 200 different
jurisdictions that have taxes on insurance contracts.
Calculating the taxes individually in territories can be
difficult, let alone integrating them into a multinational coinsurance programme that could have over 100 different risk
locations and operates across multiple lines of business.

Despite the complexities of the field, IPT Quote is userfriendly and simple to operate. Indeed, in 2011 the London &
International Insurance Brokers’ Association (LIIBA) endorsed
IPT Quote to its members after comparing it to competitor
products on the market. IPT Quote now has more than 5,000
users around the world.

As a result, in 2009, after close consultation with the London
insurance market, the broking community, as well as
potential clients, TMF Group began building a multinational
insurance calculator, IPT Quote.

To find out more and request a free trial of the system
please visit the IPT Quote webpage at www.tmf-group.com/
iptquote.

The IPT Quote database now includes over 40,000 tax
rates, and is constantly being updated with the support
of TMF Group’s network of more than 120 offices around
the world. These rates, coupled to IPT Quote’s calculation
engine, enable the system to handle the many thousands of
calculations that are needed to generate the tax schedules
associated to complex multinational insurance programmes.
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Want to talk about what
you’ve read here?
Contact TMF Group’s
IPT Services team.
E: ipt.quote@tmf-group.com
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